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Nightmare city

After life

Three men struggle for survival in this unique blend of dystopia
and social critique.

Walter Nowak, a retired businessman, returns from his daily
swim and collapses on the bathroom floor. His wife Yvonne
is away at a conference and won’t be back for several days.
Nowak, who seems to have hit his head, remains where he
fell. Memories come flooding back to him as he reflects on
his childhood growing up as an illegitimate son, his life with
Yvonne, his relationship with his friends, his ex-wife and
especially his estranged son Felix. When Nowak finally gets up,
he mistakes the cleaner for his wife – an action that is wholly
in character.

Set in a nameless steppe after the earth has been destroyed by an
ecological catastrophe, three men seek a better life in Lightraff,
a city built around a huge oil refinery. Lightraff is a tightly
controlled ecosystem, entirely organised around eight-hour shifts
designed to keep people from interacting with each other. Koslov,
Schreiber and Haye share an apartment, but only meet when all
three suddenly lose their jobs, as apocalyptic events become more
and more frequent. Suddenly the apartment is overcrowded and
Lightraff, a place that seemed utopian to the three men, reveals
itself as a trap.
Simon’s third novel is both a compelling dystopia and an incisive
critique of capitalism. Her artificial city is an intriguing take on
life in a megacity, familiar to today’s city-dwellers who often
navigate life and work in a hostile environment without sufficient
social safety nets. For the people of Lightraff, not being in work
equals a death sentence. As such, this is very much a book of and
for our time.

Entirely told from Nowak’s point of view, Wolf conveys his
state of confusion and the haphazard nature of his memories
in an inner monologue that makes surprising use of an
ongoing stream of consciousness. There are unique glimpses
into the life of a man who is not a typical protagonist, and
beautiful, well-observed descriptions of physical activities.
Wolf displays her stylistic and technical mastery throughout,
as half-sentences and word associations effectively reflect
Nowak’s state of mind. Her excellent control of language
and rhythm was on full display – and duly rewarded – at the
prestigious Ingeborg Bachmann awards in 2016.
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